
 

 

 

 

 

Curatorial school 2015 
Curating: Communities and Contexts 

 
Monday 31 August 

8.30-9.15 Registration 

9.20 Introduction 

9.30-11.30 Fulya Erdemci - Public Space-Public Time: The 13th Istanbul biennial 

11.30-12.00 Coffee Break 

12.00-13.00 Simon Sheikh - Curating and research 

13.00-14.00 Break 

14.00-14.30 Zineb Sedira: Artist’s talk 

14.30-16.00 Simon Sheikh - Practice seminar: Programming the Public 

 

Tuesday 1 September 

9.30-10.30 Simon Sheikh - Exhibition and narration: Constructing the public 

10.30-11.30 Mai Abu ElDahab - How to find perspective? 

11.30-12.00 Coffee Break 

12.00-13.00 Fulya Erdemci - Public Space-Public Time: Art projects in the public domain 

13.00-14.00 Break 

14.00-15.30 Mai Abu ElDahab - Workshop: Artists’ writing projects 

                    Fulya Erdemci - Workshop: How to engage? Where to engage? With whom to engage? 

 

Wednesday 2 September 

Morning sessions will be moderated by Lennard Dost and Mare van Koningsveld, curators of The 

Culture of Ageing 

9.30-10.30  Libia Castro 

10.30-11.30 Ferhat Özgür 

11.30-12.00 Coffee Break 

12.00-13.00 Leo Delfgaauw 

13.00-13.45 Break 

13.45-15.00 Mai Abu ElDahab - Workshop: Behave like an audience 

 

Thursday 3 September 

9.30-10.30 Bassam el Baroni -What is a curatorial concept? 

10.30-11.30 Paul Ardenne - Contextual art 

11.30-12.00 Coffee Break 

12.00-13.00 Adam Budak - Organic curating 

13.00-14.00 Break 

14.00-15.30 Lennard Dost and Mare van Koningsveld workshop 

19.00-20.00 Public Talk: Gail Feigenbaum - Revenants: Degas in New Orleans (National Museum of 

Fine Arts) 

 

Friday 4 September 

9.30-10.30 Adam Budak - Politics of belonging 

10.30-11.30 Paul Ardenne - Human economy 

11.30-12.00 Coffee Break 

12.00-13.00 Bassam el Baroni - Composition vs. Model: Art and Subjectivity in Generative Culture 

13.00-14.00 Break 

14.00-14.30 Iury Lech - MADATAC: Manoeuvring Art Data Creatively  

14.30-16.00 Paul Ardenne, Adam Budak, Bassam el Baroni: Students’ presentations 

 

 

  



 

 

Descriptions of presentations and workshops 

 

 

Simon Sheikh 

 
Curating and Research 

How does one research for an exhibition, and how does research influence the exhibition itself. 

Looking into the ideas of artistic research, this talk will attempt to establish some working definitions 

of curatorial research, different methods and outcomes, and finally discuss if there is an entity we 

can call a Research Exhibition. 

 

Exhibition and Narration: Constructing the Public. 

This presentation will look at the medium of itself exhibition as a mode of address, encompassing 

the narrativising of the works displayed, as well as of the audience, spectators or public as an 

imaginary endeavour. It will investigate how a specific public is construed through the particular 

mode of address employed curatorially. 

  

Practice Seminar: Programming the Public. 

The students will be asked to suggest a public programme, either as a) accompanying a specific 

exhibition b) as part of a specific institution and its imagined community, or c) as a specific 

curatorial project in itself. The proposal must include format, talks, events, screenings, etc., as well 

as possible names and themes, and a budget for the events. The students should also motivate 

their choices and reasoning’s in terms of how they conceive their public, and what curatorial 

gesture is involved. The proposals will be discussed in the form of a group critique, and each 

proposal shall not exceed 500 words.  

 

 

 

Fulya Erdemci 
 

Public Space- Public Time 

The two Presentations, titled "Public Space - Public Time" will not only focus on the public domain 

but also public time as a coordinate that determines our social activities and collective actions. 

While public domain will be articulated through the concepts of politics of space, Agoraphobia 

and social engagement with an accent on the conflict in reference to Chantal Mouffe, the public 

time will refer to the current protests and social movements as well as the use of time that the 

contemporary life styles and public spaces dictate on us. While the first part will be articulated 

through the art projects in public domain mostly from the Istanbul Pedestrian Exhibitions, the Scape 

Biennial in Public Space and SKOR, Foundation for Art and Public Domain projects, the second part 

will more focus on the 13th Istanbul Biennial "Mom, am I barbarian?” that overlapped with the Gezi 

resistance in terms of time but also the questions it posed on the multiple publics and the urban 

public spaces as the spatial component of democratic apparatus. In addition to the projects, there 

will be two short video works elaborating the social segregation and gentrification in Istanbul and a 

documentary of Gezi resistance during the presentations. Through this dual concept of Public 

Space - Public Time, the presentations will articulate the social space as well as art-in-public 

domain in terms of temporality versus permanency.   

 

 

Workshop: How to engage? Where to engage? With whom to engage? 

This workshop will investigate the major denominators and sites of exhibition-making in public 

domain. Who/what are the actors, agents and attendants of a specific locale, event or exhibition? 

What are the politics of making community projects or creating socially engaged practices? After 

a short introduction on these questions, the exhibition ideas and presentations by the participants 

of the workshop will be reviewed, discussed and elaborated. 

 

 

  



 

 

Paul Ardenne 
 

Human Economy 

'Economie Humaine' (Human Economy, HEC School exhibition in Paris) : this recent show gave the 

opportunity to present how the present economic system (neoliberalism especially) is "aesthetised" 

by plastic artists today, from images to direct interventions with people. It was presented directly in 

the spaces of this high school, well-known as the school of the future elite in economics in France.  

 

Contextual Art 

This presentation on contextual art and art in public places will focus on the making of art in 

unconventional ways: interventions in the city, work with inhabitants, social involvement, public 

artworks, and so on.  Concrete examples of this specific kind of artwork will present two exhibitions 

shown in Paris-La Défense one year ago: 'Quand l'art prend la ville' (Art Embraces City) and then 

'Ensemble' (Together). 

 

 

 

 

Mai Abu el Dahab 
 

How to find perspective? 

How to find perspective? Looking at the different roles context plays in determining what kind of 

curatorial projects to develop and how to develop them. 

 

Workshop Part 1: Artists’ Writing Projects 

A reading through of several artists’ writing projects I have been involved in including the science 

fiction novel Philip, the exhibition by Hassan Khan, a publication by Michael Portnoy, and a music 

record by Concert, and the publication “A Needle Walks Into a Hay Stack”. 

 

Workshop Part 2: What is it to ‘Behave Like an Audience”?  

Looking at projects by Claude Parent and "The Companion” programme realised with Angie Keefer 

at the Liverpool Biennial. 

 

 

 

 

Adam Budak 
 

Organic curating 

"Organic curating" is an attempt to identify the field of practice which considers architecture and 

theatre as inspirations for developing methodologies of working with artists and making exhibitions. 

The term - related to the groundbreaking, biomorphic architecture of Kunsthaus Graz, Austria - 

suggests curating as an endless act of proliferating narratives and overlapping meanings, a 

polyphonic gesture in itself. The hybrid exhibition of German artist, Antje Majewski, "The world of 

Gimel" will be considered as a case study in testing the possibilities of a museological object as a 

speaking subject.  

 

 

Politics of belonging 

"Politics of belonging" focuses on models of co-habiting spaces as multi-cultural, social, political 

and cultural constructs. From "critical regionalism" through "anabasis" down to the notion of 

generosity and towards the "collaborative commons", the dynamics of proximity and distance 

shapes human condition and outlines the challenges of contemporary society. Recalling a number 

of recent exhibition projects, this presentation will reflect upon the grammar of "with" and its 

mosaics of diversity.    

 

  



 

 

Bassam el Baroni 

 
What is a curatorial concept? 

This talk will look at the question: what is a curatorial concept? In recent times, following the 2008 

financial crisis, curatorial practice much like art practice is in the midst of a process of adapting 

itself and its claims to a context in which human political agency seems belittled or unrecognisable 

in its traditional form by advancements in technology and updated understandings of capitalism’s 

powers of abstraction. For curating, this process of adaptation has brought along with it new 

challenges in the areas of pedagogy, curator-artist relationships, and has exposed the curatorial 

statement as a medium that is in itself worthy of our attention and critical analysis. What is a 

curatorial concept under such circumstances and what distinguishes it from the curatorial 

concepts of recently passed decades?   

 

 

Composition vs. Model: Art and Subjectivity in Generative Culture 

This talk looks at art, computation, unregulated financialisation, and the notion postulated by theorist 

Suhail Malik that contemporary art is not “adequate to the present” and that it is only “contemporary 

to itself”, and therefore should be exited in order to formulate an art that is politically determinate. 

The main line of enquiry will be the general concept of ‘composition’ posited against the general 

concept of the ‘generative model’.  Composition is “the sole definition of art. Composition is 

aesthetic, and what is not composed is not a work of art” wrote Deleuze and Guattari in 1991, this is 

perhaps why we can recognise that art is art while maintaining the idea that ‘anything can be art’. 

Composition remains the general and essential characteristic of what art is until today, this simple 

fact complicates calls for exiting contemporary art and making art more adequate for the present 

and future since it asks: can there be an exit from contemporary art without an exit from 

composition? Compositions currently exist within the culture of the generative, the algorithmic etc. 

in which computational generative models are giving form to composition-equivalents. The 

generative model exists in contrast to the composition because its power lies in setting up an 

infrastructure that is not dependent on the extraction of precepts from external objects but the 

equalisation and processing of everything inside a model for which everything is indiscriminately input 

and output data. Looking at practices that work with the conceptual, aesthetic and moral 

implications of the generative, the talk aims to outline the struggle between the idea of ‘composition’ 

and its opposite the idea of the ‘generative model’ and how this struggle has formed an emergent 

under-recognised territory within contemporary practice in recent years. 

 

 

  



 

 

Paul Ardenne, Adam Budak, Bassam el Baroni 
 

Students’ presentations 

During this session, a small group of students at the Curatorial School will present their own curatorial 

ideas to curators and receive feedback. 

 

 

 

Lennard Dost and Mare van Koningsveld 

 
The Culture of Ageing Lectures & Discussion 

 
Libia Castro and Ferhat Özgür are two artists participating in “The Culture of Ageing” exhibition and 

will each speak about the works they are presenting. Leo Delfgaauw is a lecturer and researcher at 

the Hanze University of Applied Sciences (Groningen) and will talk about his PHD-research ‘Hidden 

Careers; Older artists and Lifelong Learning’. After the three lectures there will be a discussion about 

being an ageing artist in a contemporary art world that’s predominantly focused on the last 

generation of artists and newest art works.   

 
Workshop: The ageing of culture and how to deal with this 

During a workshop the two curators will discuss the presentations at the National Museum of 

Archeology from a curatorial and artistic perspective. They will talk with the students about the way 

the objects are presented, which alternative stories could be told here and what a contemporary 

artist could add to this collection of ancient objects. 

 

 

 

Zineb Sedira 

 
Artist’s talk 

Saphir introduces a powerful new element into Sedira's discourse —the sea— whose symbolic and 

metaphorical language is, owing to its own movement, perhaps closest to life itself with an 

indisputably socio-cultural poetic discourse. Built around the evocation of a journey, the real heroes 

are the individuals, locked in the drama of the indecision, uncertainty and incommunicability of the 

human condition. 

 

 

Iury Lech 
 

MADATAC: Manoeuvring Art Data Creatively  

A theoretical approach to video art as a contemporary dynamic new media art expression; an 

introduction to MADATAC independent and non-profit activities, with its approach to cutting-edge 

experimental audio-visual works that particularly value innovation, originality and risk-taking art 

projects, and the philosophy behind the festival's international transvisual crossings. 

 

 

 

Gail Feigenbaum 
 

Revenants: Degas in New Orleans 

In 1997 the New Orleans Museum of Art received large grant for an exhibition to celebrate three 

centuries of French presence in Louisiana. No doubt they were looking for a generic exhibition on 

Impressionism, always popular with American audiences. I was new in the city, and suggested we 

focus on the winter Edgar Degas spent visiting his close relatives in the city. The exhibition I curated 

on Degas in New Orleans was a tremendous popular and critical success, and it stirred up a 

surprising controversy in a city where the dead still walk among the living. 


